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Abstract 
 

A new Modified Levenberg–Marquardt Algorithm (M-LMA) different from 

Levenberg–Marquardt Algorithm (LMA) was used to trace the Physionet EMG 

signals in tanning back propagation neural network (BPNN). M-LMA and LMA 

were simultaneously used to minimize back propagation errors in tanning BPNN 

to trace the Physionet EMG signals under the same learning rates of 0.1. Resulted 

shown M-LMA was better then LMA in training BPNN and could be as a better 

tracing method in this case. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The physical concept of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) related to Biological 

Neuron Network was introduced in a study [13]. Back-propagation neural 

network (BPNN) [2, 6, 16, 17, 19, 21] will be performed by the classical 

Levenberg–Marquardt Algorithm (LMA) [7, 14] to decide desired minimum error 

in correcting back-propagation errors [1, 4, 8; 9, 10, 11, 15, 18, 19, 20]. LMA is a  
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function of an independent variable. The computed processing of LMA to update 

weight and bias is not a parallel distribute processing (PDP) as a human neuron [3, 

12, 13]. In this paper, BPNN is used to trace the Physionet EMG signals [23] with 

the modified Levenberg–Marquardt Algorithm (M-LMA). 

 

2. Levenberg–Marquardt Algorithm (LMA) 
 

A nonlinear real-valued function of f be composed of x . The parameter tY  is 

defined as a target output [22] corresponding to the parameters tx  and ty . That 

is, )( tk xfY  . After approaching a nonlinear real-valued function, such as 

when applied to some simulated problems, the function f will generate the 

co-domain kY  i.e., 1,2....k ),(  kk xfY . The codomain is defined as the 

initial codomain when k is 1.  Therefore, limits of 0x  can be considered. 

Let 
ox  best satisfies the real-valued functional relation f that must be 

determined to minimize  T
 with the error tk YY  , where T  denotes 

the transposition of a vector. For small x , where . denotes the Euclidean 

norm, a Taylor-series expansion leads to the approximation 

 

xJxfxxf   )()( ;                                     (1) 
  

where J is the Jacobian matrix,
x

xf



 )(
; using this nonlinear iterative method  

then produces a series of ( 1x ), ( 2x ), ( 3x )…, which finally converge toward a 

local minimizer )( oo xfY  ; that is, optimized output corresponding to the 

optimized 
ox and. Therefore xJxJxfYxxfY kk   )()( is 

estimated. The element of x  is used for a nonlinear least squares problem 

whose minimum is attained when xJ   is orthogonal to the column space 

of J  and )()( uIxxJJ T   , where I is the identity matrix. Then, 

 TT JxJJuIx )(                                          (2) 

 

Thus formula (2) becomes 


TJxHI  ))(( ,                                   (3) 

where JJH T

a   is the approximated Hessian matrix [5, 18] and uII  , 

u is considered to be the learning rate. 
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3. Modified Levenberg–Marquardt Algorithm (M-LMA) 
 

Now let a nonlinear real-valued function of f be composed of x and y , which 

belong to independent variables. The parameter tY  is defined as a target output 

corresponding to the parameters tx  and ty . That is, ),( ttk yxfY  . After 

approaching a true curve, such as when applied to some simulated problems, the 

function f will generate the co-domain kY  i.e., 1,2....k ),,(  kkk yxfY . 

The codomain is defined as the initial codomain when k is 1.  If 

0,0  yx  , then it is implied that 0yx . On the contrary, if 

0yx , it is uncertain if 0,0  yx  . Therefore, limits of 

0,0  yx   can be considered. Let 
ox and

oy  best satisfy the real-valued 

curve functional relation f that must be determined to minimize  T
 with the 

error tk YY  , where T  denotes the transposition of a vector. For 

small yx  , , where . denotes the Euclidean norm, a Taylor-series expansion 

leads to the approximation 
 

yxJyxfyyxxf   ),(),( ;                         (4)  
 

where J is the Jacobian matrix,
yx

yxf



 ),(
; using this nonlinear iterative method  

then produces a series of ( 1x , 1y ), ( 2x , 2y ), ( 3x , 3y )…, which finally 

converge toward a local minimizer ),( ooo yxfY  ; that is, optimized 

output corresponding to the optimized 
ox and

oy . Therefore 

yxJyxJyxfYyyxxfY kk   ),(),( is estimated. The 

elements of x  and y are used for a nonlinear least squares problem whose 

minimum is attained when yxJ    is orthogonal to the column space of  

J  and )()( uIyxyxJJ T   , where I is the identity matrix. Then, 

 TT JyxJJuIyx )(                                      (5) 

Thus formula (4) becomes 


TJyxHI  ))(( ,                                (6) 

where JJH T

a   is the approximated Hessian matrix and uII  , u is 

considered to be the learning rate when simultaneously adjusting or updating the 
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yx, values. Formulas (4), (5), and (6) belong to M-LMA. In this work, the 

parameters x  and y  are considered as the weight and bias of the BPNN [6, 16, 

21]. Therefore, the updated processing of weight and bias in BPNN becomes a 

PDP, simulated more like the processing of a biological neuron using M-LMA. 

 
 
4. Tests and Results 
 

In this section, Physionet EMG signals will be traced by BPNN with both LMA 

and M-LMA of 2 hidden layers with 10 neurons in each layer to update the weight 

and bias with the same learning rates of 0.1 to minimize back propagation Errors.  

 
 

Figure.1 shows the results of LMA and M-LMA. When M-LMA was used to the 

Physionet EMG signals and then the traced results of M-LMA were better than 

using LMA. 
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Fig.1 This figure shows the traced results of LMA and M-LMA to the Physionet 

EMG signals with the same learning rate of 0.1. The traced errors of M-LMA are 

smaller. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

The M-LMA is better than LMA to trace the Physionet EMG signals with the 

same learning rate of 0.1. The M-LMA has been shown smaller traced errors in 

training BPNN in this case. 
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